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Welcome to 

FCL's Commercial Awareness E-
book! 

Why have we created this Book? 

Message from our Founder, Mr Denis Viskovich
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'At Future City Lawyers we believe Legal

Commercial Awareness cannot be learnt by just

reading a news article or listening to someone

speak about it. That is why we have compiled

this E-book in order to provide a primary

introduction into commercial awareness and its

importance. I hope that you find this e-book

useful! Once again, thank you for your support - I

look forward to seeing you at our future events!'

This E-book has been crafted to provide you with an introductory 'guide'

to why commercial awareness is important, and how you can begin to

develop it. 

 

Additionally, you will find various amounts of detail about Future City

Lawyers and what courses can be offered to you. 



Future City Lawyers
Future City Lawyers is an organisation which strives to help

students both in the United Kingdom and internationally to

learn and increase their ‘legal’ commercial awareness. 

We strongly believe that Legal Commercial Awareness

cannot be learned by just reading a news article and

summarising it – whilst this is important, this should only be

your first step.

Therefore, our courses such as the Commercial Awareness

Academy aim to help students develop their Legal

Commercial Awareness by taking part in live ‘interactive’

lectures – whereby students can receive direct, honest and

robust feedback on their answers throughout the class. 

Additionally, our carefully crafted case-studies provide

students with a given set of facts where they will need to

identify the legal and commercial risks, and then provide

advice to a fictious client on how to mitigate those said

legal and commercial risks. 

The entirety of this process may emulate that of an

assessment centre, thereby increasing students Legal

Commercial Awareness and their confidence for their

upcoming applications, interviews or assessment centres. 
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WHO WE ARE 



If you haven’t noticed by now; our courses are infused

with live interactive elements. This means that

throughout each day – you will be provided with both

poll and audience questions within each lecture and

recieve direct and robust feedback from Mr Viskovich

on your answers to the questions and the case

studies. 

 

Unlike other providers, none of our teaching is

through passive learning, such as watching podcasts

or pre-recorded lectures. Our direct and live

approach encourages you to develop your ability to

succinctly and confidently convey your answer to a

commercial scenario.

 

This is an essential skill in order to perform well in

interviews or assessment centres. In essence, our

courses such as the Commercial Awareness

Academy are an opportunity for you to increase your

employability, be confident in your forthcoming

application cycle and truly to develop your Legal

Commercial Awareness. 

 

During the global Covid-19 pandemic, it has been

difficult for law students to gain ‘practical’ experience

with sparce internships and work experience

placements. However, Mr. Viskovich believes that by

attending our courses such as the Commercial

Awareness Academy, you will enhance your Legal

Commercial Awareness and increase your chances of

success at assessment centres and interviews with

City Law firms.  

 

Interactivity

FUTURE CITY LAWYERS' LEARNING MODEL
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CLICK BELOW TO FOLLOW OUR SOCIALS

FOR UPDATES:

info@futurecitylawyers.com 

What can we offer you...

ON SALE NOW! COMING 2022

COMING 2022 COMING SOON!

SEE OUR WEBSITE!

TICKETS AVAILABLE SOON!

https://www.instagram.com/futurecitylawyers/
https://www.facebook.com/FutureCityLawyers/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/denis-viskovich-lca
https://www.futurecitylawyers.com/


As a law student you will likely have heard the words ‘Commercial Awareness’ a

great deal and you will have heard lawyers stress the importance of Commercial

Awareness. However, do you truly understand what Commercial Awareness is?

 It is likely that you have been told that to develop your Commercial Awareness it

is enough if you read the financial press. However, this is only the first step.

 

Commercial Awareness is about understanding how businesses operate, what

affects these businesses and how macroeconomics, technology, legal

developments all effect businesses and markets. Developing Commercial

Awareness is an important skill for lawyers because they need to be able to

understand how businesses operate and what risks those businesses face, in

order to give them specific legal advice. 

 

We believe that it is important that you are Commercially Aware, but your main

purpose is to provide legal advice, therefore, whilst you should increase your

Commercial Awareness, it is vital that you consider the legal aspects of a

commercial scenario- hence ‘Legal Commercial Awareness’. 

Why is it so important?

'Legal' Commercial Awareness
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IDENTIFYING THE RISKS AND

ADVISING YOUR CLIENT /

THE BUSINESS ON HOW TO

MITIGATE THE RISKS AND

ACHIEVE THEIR

COMMERCIAL OBJECTIVES

KNOWING THE COMMERCIAL

OBJECTIVES OF YOUR

CLIENT/ THE BUSINESS AND

THE ECONOMY AND

SECTORS THEY OPERATE IN.

Legal Commercial Awareness

UNDERSTANDING HOW THE

ECONOMIC AND SECTORIAL

FACTORS AFFECT YOUR

CLIENT/ THE BUSINESS

EGAL

OMMERCIAL

WARENESS
6



INITIAL APPLICATION:
 

As you may know, for vacation schemes,

training contract, or even first year insight

scheme applications, firms often feature at

least one commercial awareness question.

It is essential to answer these questions

with clarity, as well as illustrate familiarity to

the major sectors of the law firm. Law

schools rarely provide you with either the

skills or knowledge necessary to do so.

Additional effort is certainly required if you

are aiming to earn a spot in any city law

firms.

 

ASSESSMENT CENTRE:
 

 

If your application is a success, an assessment

centre may be your first opportunity to impress a

firm face-to-face. When surrounded by other

prospective trainees all hoping to distinguish

themselves from others, the ability to

demonstrate a proper understanding of

commercial awareness is a sure-fire way to set

yourself apart is the key to success. Law firms are

always looking for candidates who have the

capability to think in multiple perspectives and

most importantly, commercially, rather than

individuals who are solely familiar of what Lord

Denning said.

 

 

Why do you need Commercial Awareness ? 
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INSIGHT DAYS/SCHEME:
 

 

 

Insight days/scheme are similarly an opportunity to

be in front of a firm, making a good impression, in an

effort to increase your chance of gaining a vacation

scheme or training contract. To ensure you get the

most out of the insight day, being commercially aware

will allow you to ask useful and specific questions in

order to gain insight into the firm.

 

 

 

INTERVIEWS:

 
Interviews are your perfect chance to impress

a firm in a one-on-one setting, often in front of

partners. Being prepared is key, as any gap in

knowledge will be evident. You should expect

a wide variety of questions from fundamental

ones such as what is Quantitative Easing, to

sophisticated ones that requires you to

express an opinion on some of the firm’s key

strategies based on the current business

climate. It is of particular importance to show a

deeper understanding of commercial issues

and the overall business market. Bear in mind

that application of knowledge is gold, reciting

facts of the news or commercial concepts

from textbook would not impress your

interviewer.

 

Where do you use Commercial Awareness ? 
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If you are a law student, you may have already become uncertain about the

phrase ‘commercial awareness.’ You have probably heard it during numerous

webinars, read about it on law firms’ websites or in their brochures. Yet, it is

inevitably true that if you are interested in a career as a commercial lawyer,

this kind of knowledge will be imperative for your success during the

application process.

 

You are unlikely to succeed in an application if you can only explain the law

without understanding its importance in relation to certain businesses or

industries. Very often, during your work in a law firm, the clients will expect

you to advise them on particular deals from a legal point perspective bearing

in mind the commercial reality or commercial objectives of your clients.

Consequently, in order to succeed in your applications and interviews, you

must be able to demonstrate a genuine interest in the world of finance and

the global economy.

 

Furthermore, improving your commercial awareness may have numerous

benefits for your personal development. It can help you to increase your

confidence and ask relevant questions during presentations or webinars. It

can also allow you to put your studies at the university into context by

understanding the link between the material covered on lectures and the

actual behaviour of markets and businesses in the world.

 

Finally, working on your legal commercial awareness is a good way of

determining whether a career in commercial law is a good path for you. If you

struggle to keep your eyes open when reading about new regulations, or

can’t be bothered to keep up with the latest developments in the corporate

governance, then you might want to consider whether the specialization in

commercial law is for you.

FOR YOU?

WHY IS COMMERCIAL AWARENESS IMPORTANT
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How can you build your Commercial
Awareness?

Once you get the basics of the event from the news article, you

can further develop your commercial knowledge by going to the

firms '  websites. You can find an in-depth analysis of specific

commercial topics from the websites of law firms, investment

banking and consultancy firms. 

 

For instance, White and Case is partnering with Debtwire to

publish Debtwire reports containing trends and analysis on

leveraged finance and high yield. Goldman Sachs publishes

outlook for Global Growth weekly. If you are keen on M&A

topics, Ashurst launched the 'Global M&A Hub ' .

WEBSITES

To gain a deep understanding of what happens in the world

and how this affects the global economy and law firm

behaviour, financial and business-related articles are good

places to start.

 

You can find these articles in The Financial Times, The

Economist, The Wall Street Journal, Bloomberg, and CNBC.

Some providers, such as The Financial Times, require users

to be a subscriber. However, you can check with your

university whether they provide you with free access.

NEWS ARTICLES

Developing commercial awareness is more than just reading articles in The

Financial Times, The Economist and Bloomberg in isolation. Candidates must

analyse and evaluate news stories they have read. For example, candidates

must understand why X event occurs; how X affects the global business and

financial market; and how law firms react to X.
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Going to Law Firm Events such as an Open Day, Insight Evening,

or Webinar improves your knowledge of business strategies and

how the firm adapts to global trends.

 

You can discuss topics of interest with partners, associates, and

trainees, such as how their firm deals with challenges facing law

firms ;  and how they remain competitive. Sometimes, law firms

also organise case studies and workshops in the event. You can

put your commercial knowledge and skill into practice. The law

firm 's perspective is arguably more detailed and realistic than

some news sources, as you receive a first-person view from real

lawyers who deal with these fundamental topics.

 

Information you receive from events will be valuable for your

applications, interviews, assessment centres, and vacation

schemes.

 LAW FIRM EVENTS

LinkedIn can be helpful when you are looking for a platform that

summarises the most important weekly news.

 

Furthermore, LinkedIn connects you with the right professional

network, enabling you to observe different opinions on current

matters. In so doing, you receive a more realistic insight and a

new angle when analysing the news.

LINKEDIN
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Not much will provide you with a greater understanding of

the commercial world than a comprehensive book. Examples

of great books are: 'All You Need to Know about Commercial

Awareness '  by Christopher Stokes. This is because it goes

over the fundamental knowledge of the financial market.

 

However, everything above is useless if you don 't continue to

update your commercial awareness knowledge and

understand economic and market trends.

 

The commercial world is forever changing ;  therefore, your

knowledge is rendered redundant if you are not regularly

aware of the latest bankruptcies, IPOs, Mergers, and disputes.

BOOKS

The use of problem-based learning, which is present in case

studies, allows you to put yourself in the shoes of lawyers.

You can think of solutions to a contentious scenario then

justify your reasoning while receiving personal feedback.

 

The case study is one of the best ways to develop

commercial awareness as you are actively engaged instead

of just reading about it.

 

CASE STUDIES
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Our courses are delivered and presented by Future City

Lawyer’s founder, Mr. Denis Viskovich. 

Mr. Viskovich is a dual qualified Australian and English

lawyer with over twenty years of experience working for

investment banks and companies in the City of London and

Mayfair. Furthermore, he is the former Head of DCM Legal

at a large investment bank - where he was involved in

multi-million dollar deals in Russia, Kazakstan, Eastern

Europe, the Middle East and South Africa. Mr. Viskovich

then became the Managing Director of an advisory

company in Mayfair. 

 

A few years ago, Mr Viskovich left the corporate world and

became a visiting lecturer – teaching commercial

awareness and risk to law students around the country.

Recently Mr. Viskovich has taught Future City Lawyers'

highly accredited Introductory Course to law students at 

 Exeter, Birkbeck, Liverpool, City and Essex Universities. 

 

This means that the knowledge you will acquire throughout

our Commercial Awareness Academy is taught by an

individual who has over twenty years of practical

experience within the banking and legal sector - who has

interviewed and hired many lawyers and law graduates in

the past. He will give you direct and robust feedback and

will provide you with the opportunity to ask questions to a

qualified lawyer with over 20 years experience within the

legal industry  - a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity! 

 

 

It is important that if you are seeking to improve your

understanding of being both ‘Commercially Aware’ and having

‘Legal Commercial Awareness’ – that you listen and learn from

an individual with first-hand experience. 

Why settle for less?

Viskovich

Mr Denis 

Our Founder
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FUTURE CITY LAWYER'S INTRODUCTORY COURSE-

WHAT'S IS  ALL ABOUT?

FCL's Introductory course offers a 6-lecture scheme that

will enhance your Legal Commercial Awareness.

 

You will have the opportunity to get involved with

interactive case studies, where you will instantly receive

honest and direct feedback. 

 

During each session, you will not simply listen to a 90

minute lecture - but you will participate in the 90 minute

lecture through interactive questions and exercises. This

will be followed by a 40-minute interactive case study and

a 20 minute Q&A to help answer any questions.

 

We do not simply summarise a news story and hope that

your Legal Commercial Awareness knowledge increases.

 

Our teaching offers a platform that will help develop a

critical thinking attitude, and importantly how to practically

apply this thought process to assessment centers and

interviews.

 

The Introductory Course is taught by Mr Viskovich, a dual

qualified Australian and English lawyer with over 20 years

experience in the City. The Introductory Course has been

delivered to law students at various universities.

 

 

 

 

The Introductory 

Course

4

BUY NOW ON OUR
WEBSITE!
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https://www.futurecitylawyers.com/buy-courses


FUTURE CITY LAWYER'S COMMERCIAL

AWARENESS ACADEMY - WHAT'S IS  ALL ABOUT?

Future City Lawyer’s Commercial Awareness Academy is a

week-long live intensive course designed for law students to

consolidate and enhance their understanding of complex

financial and commercial topics.

 

The course is structured so that on each of the intensive five

days you will receive 2 two-hour lectures - with each day having

a one and a half hour interactive case study to test your learning

and understanding from that days’ teaching. 

 

Over the course of the five days, you will receive twenty hours' of

live and interactive lecture content - and seven and a half hours'

worth of live case study practice! 

 

This provides you with a rare opportunity to cement your 

 understanding, develop your knowledge in complex commercial

and financial topics and practice your ability to ‘apply’ your

understanding to fictious scenarios – a key skill which law firms

often test in assessment centres. 

 

Each topic has been designed by Mr. Denis Viskovich to provide

you with a plethora of areas which regularly appear in interview

situations, assessment centres and law firm’s practice areas. 

 

This means that having attended the Commercial Awareness

Academy you will be in a confident position to demonstrate your

understanding of most legal, commercial and financial concepts,

be able to think critically (not passively) about a given

commercial awareness assessment and have a better

understanding of how to enhance your performance in

interviews/assessment centre situations. 

 

Commercial

Awareness Academy

RUNNING AGAIN
EARLY 2022 15



FUTURE CITY LAWYER'S OFFICIAL ASSESSMENT

CENTRE- WHAT'S IS  ALL ABOUT?

 

 

How can you prepare for an assessment centre? 

 

Well...

 

This soon-to be announced programme is designed to

provide both non-law and law students with a platform to

test their Legal Commercial Awareness in a 'mock'

assessment centre. 

 

Each session will see the attendees presented with an

interactive case study scenario. With this, you will be

provided with a  given set of facts which you will be

expected to digest in order to provide answers to the given

tasks at hand.

 

Each case study scenario will encompass a different

financial or commercial focus, and a different context. This

ensures that by the end of the programme you have been

tested on a wide variety of commercial awareness topics.

 

Your answers provided to the tasks will be scrutinised by

our founder, Mr. Denis Viskovich within an open panel - this

will provide you with a fruitful opportunity to attain

instantaneous and robust feedback. 

 

After all...you want to make mistake with us and not in your

vacation scheme or training contract assessment centre. 

 

 

 

 

FCL's Official 

Assessment Centre

COMING SOON!
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Events & Webinars

GO ON TO OUR
WEBSITE!
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Future City Lawyers 

X 

BIUCAC

 

HOW FUTURE CITY LAWYER’S COMMERCIAL AWARENESS ACADEMY CAN

FURTHER HELP YOU.

 

In 2020 , Mr. Viskovich founded the British Inter University Commercial Awareness Competition ( BIUCAC 2020 ) - which

became the largest commercial awareness competition for law students in the United Kingdom in it's inaugural year. 

 

BIUCAC 2020 is exclusively aimed at helping law students from non-Russell Group universities to develop and

showcase their commercial awareness knowledge directly to partners from some of the world's leading law firms. 

 

Future City Lawyers can help you prepare for BIUCAC 2021 and increase your chances of securing one of the amazing

prizes such as a golden-ticket to a training contract assessment centre or even a guaranteed vacation scheme! 

 

Throughout each stage of the compeition, students are tested on their Legal Commercial Awareness knowledge.

Therefore, it is important that in your preparation for the compeition students are continually learning and developing

their understanding of the Legal Commercial Awareness. Therefore, your attendance at Future City Lawyer’s Summer

School can help you prepare for BIUCAC 2021!  

Sign Up Here!
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Commercial

Negotiation 

It could be for businesses to create a long-term commercial relationships through

contracts.

To resolve legal disputes and avoid litigation (going to court). Note that

commercial negotiations may be preferable as a method of dispute resolution

because it is much more flexible, potentially much less time-consuming, and more

cost-effective compared to issuing proceedings in court.

Commercial negotiation can be defined in a variety of different ways, but the essence

is the act of two parties with different agendas concurring and agreeing on the terms

of a business transaction. Think about it as a technical term for bargaining a fair deal

where the maximum output is achieved with the least possible cost to each party in

the negotiations. The ultimate objective of a successful negotiation is to achieve a

win-win for both parties. Therefore, although alien at first, everybody uses negotiation

skills in their daily lives in one way or another.

 

In the legal profession, it remains an increasingly key skill that should be practiced

and developed at all levels, from law undergraduates, postgraduate vocational

training (Bar course or LPC/ SQE) to qualified legal professionals.

 

There are generally two contexts in which commercial negotiation may be used:

Practically speaking, successful commercial negotiations keep businesses afloat. A

quick and ready example is profit. If negotiations allow the client to obtain lower

costs, this in turn will increase revenue and raise profits, perpetuating good business.

Similarly, good negotiations can secure protection over the rights of the parties

involved and prevent the likelihood of disinterest and any further conflicts down the

line.
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Key Characteristics of

Commercial Negotiation 

Part of recognising the importance of good negotiation skills in the success of a commercial

transaction or dispute settlement is to understand some of its key characteristics. A well-

conducted commercial negotiation will allow for each party to concur with each other’s needs,

and there is usually some leeway to ensure each party ends with a mutually beneficial deal. To

ensure this, a strong lawyer will be able to work in their client’s best interests and strictly

within the client’s instructions while balancing this with clear communication and understanding

of the other party’s interests and motivations. This makes commercial negotiation a highly

varied practice, with all kinds of possible outcomes and techniques that can be employed in

order to determine the terms of a transaction or dispute settlement.

 

It is also valuable to know the difference between negotiation and other forms of dispute

resolution. For example, whilst both mediation and negotiation are non-adjudicative, mediation

is when a neutral third party facilitates discussion between the parties. Negotiations on the

other hand are conducted directly between the parties themselves or through their respective

legal representatives. The difference is even starker between arbitration and negotiation.

Arbitration is an adjudicative, highly formalised process with conventions such as the New York

Convention 1958 to enable effective enforcement on an international scale. Negotiations by

contrast provide the parties involved much more autonomy over how the discussions are

conducted, and importantly, what the possible solutions or agreed terms could be. This is

usually not possible in arbitration proceedings, where an appointed third party hears the legal

issues and decides on a solution in the form of an ‘award’. Generally, the stages of a typical

commercial negotiation can be summarised in three main stages:

 

Preparation - The first step is to read and understand the legal and business issues at hand,

always keeping the focus on the client’s business objectives and interests. Throughout this, the

client’s non-compromisable issues should be prioritised and the reasons why understood. Any

matters that are lower on the priority list should still be utilised as a bargaining chip to further

the negotiation process or be used as points of leverage to reach more mutually favourable

terms. There should always be an intention to fully settle disputes, rather than treating any

negotiation as a preparatory step for litigation.

Exchanging information - Parties involved share their objectives and interests with each other.

This is important to help shape each party’s negotiation strategy going into the room. The

exchange of information is facilitated by strong interpersonal skills. It is important to ask a

range of open and close-ended questions to determine the motives of the other side’s client.

Bargaining - Both parties try to agree on the terms of a business transaction in the order of

their priorities. This can be achieved by two types of strategies: positional bargaining and

integrative bargaining.
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Positional vs Integrative

Bargaining

Positional bargaining is predominantly used in financial disputes, where there are no

other issues at stake and so parties adopt a more confrontational approach. Positional

bargaining may be the more familiar form of negotiation as it is also frequently carried

out in flea markets, and there is a tendency for parties to agree in the middle of the

price range initially indicated by the buyer and seller.

 

Integrative bargaining is more cooperative as both parties seek to strike a mutually

beneficial decision by acknowledging the objectives of each of the parties involved.

This is seen as an effective strategy for creating more amicable, long-lasting business

partnerships. Interactive bargaining is famously illustrated by the scenario of splitting a

melon among n number of people. For example, Person A might be after the juice,

Person B might just want the peel, etc. (Finch and Fafinksi 2011) By understanding the

needs and objectives of the parties involved, it is easier for lawyers to form effective

solutions to legal disputes and it prevents companies from having to compromise too

much where it may not be necessary to do so.

 

The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) is an international business organisation

whose goal is to foster international trade and commerce, protecting and promoting

the use of open markets and the free flow of capital. Helpfully, the ICC has published a

document highlighting 11 principles to facilitate commercial negotiation. These ICC

Principles are intended to provide direction, and can be used as a benchmark or

guideline to ensure that negotiations are as productive as possible. Although not

binding in any way, they provide a clear idea of what makes a successful negotiation

and can be accessed at https://iccwbo.org/publication/icc-principles-to-facilitate-

commercial-negotiation/.
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SWOT & PESTLE 

 

Having by now learned and acknowledged the importance of developing and

sustaining your commercial awareness as future city lawyers, this section is now

intended to talk you through the tools that you can apply when consuming

information in a way that will filter out the irrelevant from the crucial, thus,

allowing you to grow more commercially astute.

 

SWOT – the acronym which stands for strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and

threats – gained a somewhat critical importance when it comes to increasing and

applying your commercial awareness. This analytical framework, often associated

to the familiar grid-like diagram, has its origins traced back to the 1960s business

management community who developed a model that would aid organisations to

improve on their corporate strategic planning. The model can be applied to

assess the commercial health of an organisation, but also internal and external

initiatives, as well as the economic stance of entire industries.

 

We often hear that “simplicity is beauty” and “less is more”; this is certainly true

to when it comes to assimilating the essence of financial news stories. That is

precisely why SWOT is been so widely advocated for. As a future commercial

lawyer, you can use SWOT to analyse most varied commercial matters such an

M&A deals, IPOs, and even changes at the highest executive levels within a

company. Having the textual information filtered through and distributed across

these four headings produces a cognitive model simplifying any financial story.

Consequently, one can retain the most essential takeaways and lessons to be

learned.

 

Practicing SWOT analysis of news stories and deriving one or two lessons from

each enable you to put the “puzzle pieces” together and build a clear picture of

how key economic sectors develop over time; having a holistic perspective and

understanding of commercial awareness. However, sometimes, to get a deeper

understanding of the various risks facing the company/client, PESTLE is used.

 

As is it no news that business decisions and economic changes do not happen in

a vacuum, it is important to being able to recognise how they are interconnected

with the wider social and political domestic and international spheres, how they

are influenced by such events, and how in turn they have a knock-on effect

yielding changes elsewhere outside the world of financiers and entrepreneurs.
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A PESTLE analysis tool can be successfully applied in conjunction

with SWOT given its focus on external macro-factors such as -

Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Legal and Environmental

external factors effecting the transaction in question or the

company/client. Below, you will find described what each of these

considerations entails and how they relate and interact with each

other.  

 

Generally, one could think of political and economic factors as

coming under the broader encompassing heading of governmental

regulations. Political factors relate to governmental interventions in

the economy and primarily touch upon matters of taxation, laws on

labour and other environmental and social issues, as well as foreign

investment and trade. Economic factors include changes within

interest rates, inflation, and exchange rates, all affecting business

operations. These in turn impact decisions related to research and

development investments which then determine dynamics in

technological advancement and innovation,

 

Social factors include socio-demographic trends such as population

growth, migration, and workers age and gender distribution.

Moreover, they cover changes in wider cultural attitudes towards

certain industry. Technological factors include changes in

technology and developments which will affect how businesses

operate in the future. Legal factors cover changes in laws, rules and

regulations which will have a material impact on the business. Finally,

Environmental factors include the impact of climate change and the

green revolution on sectors of the economy and businesses.

To sum it up, both SWOT and PESTLE are a useful tool to be used to

understand the risks and opportunities companies face and should

be practiced to develop this skill.

SWOT & PESTLE IN CONJUNCTION
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Preparation: As a student, developing legal commercial awareness prepares you for the

application process, interviews and assessment centres. Why? Because a significant

part of these involves displaying a solid understanding of commercial awareness.

 

It is impossible to cram commercial awareness just before an interview because

commercial awareness goes beyond just reading news stories or worse yet, listening to

people summarising news stories for you. There is a crucial difference between knowing

some recent headlines and actually showing an understanding of political, economic and

social trends in the business news.

 

So by developing your legal commercial awareness, you showcase to recruiters that you

are prepared for the interview, and it also shows law firms that can keep up with your

commercial awareness even after your training. It also shows that you possess problem-

solving and critical thinking skills, other skills that firms look for in their lawyers.

 

It’s good to remember that even if you decide not to pursue a legal career, these skills

are transferable and will work for you in your next role

 

Final thoughts: Students & Future Trainees.

There are so many reasons why legal commercial awareness is essential, but they

can be explained using three keywords: preparation, expectation and dedication.

 

Expectation: Secondly, there is an expectation from law firms (and clients) that you as a

commercial lawyer will be able to provide clients with legal advice in the context of the

commercial situation because although clients are not legal experts, they understand

their business. So it is a lawyer’s role to also complement their legal advice with an in-

depth understanding of their client’s business. This understanding comprises of the

client’s business functions, its operations and its competitors in order to help you

identify and provide mitigation advice of the potential legal and commercial risks.

By developing commercial awareness, it means you will be to fulfil this role and have the

ability to add value to your firm.

 

Dedication: Finally, developing commercial awareness indicates your dedication to

pursuing a career in commercial or corporate law. Why? Because commercial

awareness takes both time and effort. No one becomes an expert straightway - it starts

with becoming familiar with the basic concepts. This allows you to develop your own

research and analysis skills, learn which resources you prefer and create a foundation of

knowledge you can draw from for comparison or analysis.
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FUTURE CITY LAWYERS OPPORTUNITIES

WE ARE LOOKING FOR 

 

CAMPUS AMBASSADORS

 

REPRESENT FCL ON YOUR CAMPUS! 

Interested? Send your CV to:

info@futurecitylawyers.com 
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